Course #
Grades
9-12

Class Days
Tues

Class Title
ACT/ SAT Verbal Test Prep
# Semesters # Weeks/Sem. Credit Hrs*
2nd semester
15
0.5
Pre-Requisites
none

Instructor
Instructor Fee*
Materials Fee*
Judy Rector
$75/semester
$0
Min # Students Max # Students
Last Day to Add New Students
4
20
third week
2nd semester: New Students?
yes / no / with instructor approval

Required Materials (To Be Supplied by Family)
For ACT: Princeton Review ACT Premium Prep, 2020: 8 Practice Tests + Content Review + Strategies (College Test Preparation) 1st Edition
by The Princeton Review (Author) ISBN-13: 978-0525568803
For SAT: Cracking the SAT Premium Edition with 8 Practice Tests, 2020: The All-in-One Solution for Your Highest Possible Score (College Test
Preparation) Premium Edition
by The Princeton Review (Author) ISBN-13: 978-0525568070

Description
The must-take class is for anyone getting ready for the ACT or SAT!
For the ACT, learn grammatical rules used by test writers, paragraph structure, how to detect the answer preference of test writers
and clues to right answers, trick answers, time wasters, the importance of concise answers, saving time & energy, techniques to
avoid rushing, tips on learning the best order of answers and why this is crucial, taking practice tests and understanding the questions
you missed, and practice, practice, practice to see your score zoom and gain great confidence as you find out your desired score is
easily achievable!
For the SAT, classes include lessons on the strategies for the best order, guessing, focusing on wrong answer choices, the
categories of wrong answers, tips to find the right answers fast, choices of strategies for the Reading Test, when to skim, how to use
“direct evidence”, grammatical rules of test writers, the technique with the “no change” option, the importance of concise answers,
passage types, question types, avoiding rushing,knowing you are getting them right, when to skip a question, maintaining focus, test
stress management, feeling 100% ready on test day, getting your desired score fast!
Homework/Expectations/Other Info

*Materials Fees and Instructor Fees are per semester unless otherwise indicated in the Other Information. Materials Fee is non-refundable.
* Credit Hours: COVE does not issue high school credits. These are suggested credit hours to be assigned by the parents.
Suggested grade is given by teachers. Final grade assignment is the responsibility of the parent.

